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Amidst global turmoil, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change — the largest

international consortium of scientists analysing and reviewing the evidence on the

present and future man-made impacts of climate change — has a message that is

predictably dire. The world faces unavoidable multiple climate hazards over the next

two decades with global warming of 1.5°C; even temporarily exceeding this warming

level would mean additional severe impacts, some of which will be irreversible. The

report points out that the rise in weather and climate extremes has led to some

irreversible impacts as natural and human systems are pushed beyond their ability to

adapt. Alluding to the Conference of the Parties (COP26) in Glasgow, in November 2021,

the report notes that most of the targets that countries have set for themselves are too

far in the future to have an impact in the short term at meaningfully reducing the

climate impact.

India will achieve net zero emissions latest by 2070, that is, there will be no net carbon

emissions, Prime Minister Narendra Modi declared at the COP26 summit. By 2030, India

would also ensure 50% of its energy will be from renewable energy sources. However,

none of this can help the 1.5°C mark from being breached. A major point of emphasis of

the report, particularly for South Asia, is the trend in the ‘wet bulb’ temperature — an

index of the impact of heat and humidity combined — and its effect on health. Lucknow

and Patna, according to one of several studies cited in the report, were among the cities

predicted to reach wet-bulb temperatures of 35°C if emissions continued to rise, while

Bhubaneshwar, Chennai, Mumbai, Indore, and Ahmedabad are ‘at risk’ of reaching wet-

bulb temperatures of 32°C-34°C with continued emissions. This will have consequences

such as a rise in heat-wave linked deaths or reduced productivity. Global sea levels will

likely rise 44cm-76cm this century if governments meet their current emission-cutting

pledges. But with higher emissions, and if ice sheets collapse more quickly than

expected, sea levels could rise as much as 2 metres this century and 5m by 2150. India is

one of the most vulnerable countries in terms of the population that will be affected by

sea-level rise. By the middle of the century, around 35 million of its people could face

annual coastal flooding, with 45 million-50 million at risk by the end of the century if

emissions are high. Experience has shown that partisan economic calculations trump

climate considerations, but India must shore up its adaptation measures and urgently

move to secure the futures of its many vulnerable who have the most to lose.
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World football’s governing body FIFA ejecting all Russian teams, national representatives

or club sides, from its competitions until further notice is the most severe of sporting

sanctions imposed in the backdrop of the Russia-Ukraine crisis. The announcement was

coordinated with European football’s controlling organisation UEFA, making the ban

applicable at the continental level too. The immediate casualties will be Russia’s Qatar

2022 World Cup playoff match against Poland this month, and a prospective qualifier

against Sweden or the Czech Republic, and Spartak Moscow’s Europa League contest

against Germany’s RB Leipzig. UEFA went further and ended a lucrative sponsorship

deal (around $50 million a year, reportedly) with Russian gas giant Gazprom. Last week,

UEFA had shifted the venue for this summer’s Champions League final from St.

Petersburg to Paris. Russian teams — not Russian athletes — were already serving a two-

year ban from global competitions (to end on December 16, 2022) for the doping

scandal first reported at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi. FIFA’s initial measures,

announced on Sunday, were similar; of Russia playing without its flag and national

anthem, at neutral venues and behind closed doors. A total ban came close on the heels

of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), on Monday, recommending to sports

federations not to allow Russian athletes in order to “protect the integrity of global

sports competitions”.

It remains unclear if the IOC indirectly forced FIFA’s hand, but it has resurrected the

debate whether athletes should pay the price for the machinations of their political

leadership. The IOC, unlike a few individual sporting bodies, has often sought to shield

clean sportspersons from becoming collateral damage, a position it took in the doping

scandal too. It based the recent ban recommendation on the need to ensure a level

playing field, a sacrosanct Olympic ideal. If Russians can move freely to sporting

competitions while Ukrainians cannot because of the continuing siege at home, it

militates against this principle of fairness. The toughest strictures were instead reserved

for Russian officials, including President Vladimir Putin, who was stripped of the

Olympic Order (the highest award of the Olympic movement) for violating the Olympic

Truce, adopted by the UN General Assembly on December 2 and in force until March 20,

seven days after the Beijing Winter Paralympics ends. The developments have also

brought focus on English football club Chelsea’s owner Roman Abramovich, an oligarch.

Even as British lawmakers called for the wide-ranging economic sanctions targeted at

Russian businesses to cover Abramovich too for his alleged links to the Russian state, he

has moved to place his club’s “stewardship and care” under “Chelsea’s charitable

Foundation”. The worlds of geo-politics and sports have long overlapped. But they have

not seemed this entangled in recent memory.


